Massachusetts Department of Conservation and Recreation
Division of Water Supply Protection, Office of Watershed Management
Forest Management Project Summary
Project Title: East Entrance Red Pine
DWSP Harvest Permit Number: 1049
DCR Forest Cutting Plan File Number: 309-8230-16

Site Information
Watershed: Quabbin
Town(s): Ware
Acres: 27
Nearest Road: East entrance to Quabbin Park
Natural Heritage Atlas overlap?: Yes but no impact.
Public Drinking Water Supply Watershed?: Quabbin
Forest Types: Red pine and mixed red/white pine.
ACEC?: No
Soils: Hinckley loamy sand, Canton fine sandy loam and Merrimac sandy loam.
Wetland Resources: Parts of harvest abut Quabbin Reservoir and 3 small streams..
Vernal Pools present or within 200 feet of harvest: None

Harvest Information
Harvest Start Date: TBD
Number of Wetland Crossings: One short one.

Harvest End Date
Number of Stream Crossings: Potentially one.

Best Management Practices Applied
Stream Crossings

Existing culvert in dirt road, portable bridge required to reinforce.

Filter Strips

Variable width with no cutting to a maximum of 50% of basal area cut.

Wetland Crossings

One existing 20’ long will be corduroyed or crossed with a portable bridge.

Harvesting in Wetlands

No harvesting in wetlands.

DWSP Forester supervising this harvest
Name: Steven J. Wood
Forester License #: 257
Phone #: 1 (413) 323-6921 ext. 156
Email: steven.wood@state.ma.us

NARRATIVE
General Description/Forest Composition/History:
The area to be harvested is located in the town of Ware and contains nine separate stands along
the East Entrance Road of Quabbin Park up to lower Goodnough Dike Road.
The stone walls on this lot attest to its history of being cleared for agriculture, mostly for
pasture. When the farmland was abandoned, probably in the late 19th or early 20th century, the land
reverted to forest. The areas to be cut were all planted to red pine. All have been cut before, most
multiple times over the last 40 years. This has resulted in most being 2 aged stands with an unevenly
stocked overstory of mainly red and white pine. Some hardwoods have also emerged over the years.
The understory is well stocked with white pine (many over 15' tall) and some hardwood and
hemlock in areas that haven't been heavily browsed. In general due to the high deer population the
understory has low species diversity.
The soils on this lot are well drained, primarily Hinckley loamy sand, Canton fine sandy loam and
Merrimac sandy loam. Some sections have a lot of surface stone. Slopes are generally flat to moderate.
Site Selection:
All the red pine is in various stages of decline due mainly to the red pine scale and root rot.
Sections already have significant mortality. The outlook for red pine surviving in this area is very poor
and the species no longer meets DWSP objectives of having "a diverse mix of healthy trees that are long‐
lived, well‐suited to their location, and vigorously growing and assimilating nutrients".
The primary goal of the watershed forest management program is to create and maintain a
forest that provides high quality drinking water to current users and future generations. In order to
achieve this, DWSP has determined that the forest should contain a diversity of species in various stages
of development (seedlings through large legacy trees). In addition, the forest should be vigorous;
actively growing and regenerating. A forest in this condition is resilient to and can quickly recover from
small and large scale disturbances such as diseases, insect infestations, ice storms and hurricanes.

Silvicultural Objectives:
A goal of this harvest is to build on the success of the work started in 1980 by continuing the
process of establishing new tree seedlings and providing space for existing regeneration to expand and
grow. The diversity of native species present is being maintained and should be enhanced. This
combination of structural and species diversity builds resistance and resilience into the forest.
Guided by the principles stated above, the primary purpose of this harvest is the establishment
of a new age class by harvesting part of the overstory (most of the remaining red pine) in order to
encourage new regeneration and release existing regeneration. Groups were placed according to DWSP
guidelines. Areas with regeneration created from the previous cut were released by cutting the
remaining overstory or expanded upon by creating an abutting group. Exceptional individuals of all
species present were retained in the stand for seed and to enhance diversity.

Wherever possible wildlife habitat features, such as snags (dead trees) and trees with cavities or
nests were maintained and protected.

Cultural Resources:
Stone walls are numerous throughout this area. There are many breaks and barways in these
walls and they can be used to avoid and protect the stone walls during the upcoming harvest. This is in
keeping with DWSP’s standard practice, which dictates that every effort is made to keep existing stone
walls intact. Otherwise, this area has been determined not to be culturally or archeologically sensitive
based on a review by the DCR Archaeologist.

Wildlife/Rare or Endangered Species:
There are two sections of this lot within a habitat “bubble” designated for protection by the
Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP). NHESP does not expect activities proposed
in the plan to negatively impact listed species and did not require modifications to the plan.
The lot contains no other critical habitats or known rare or endangered species, and no vernal
pools. The uplands are used by a variety of wildlife including deer, turkey, coyote, bob cat, bald eagle
and moose.

FIGURES
Figure 1. Forest Cutting Plan
Figure 2. Pre‐Harvest Photographs, A‐B

Figure 1: Forest Cutting Plan

Figure 2: Pre‐Harvest Photographs, A‐B (9/13/16)
A.

Photo point 1 looking north from point on east side of road just inside east entrance to Quabbin Park.
Declining crowns of red pine are evident.

B.

Photo point 2 taken from west side of road, south side of power line. Dead and declining red pines are
evident as is dense white pine regeneration in understory. Foreground is the cleared power line right of
way.

